
WRITING A LIBRARY LIKE JQUERY SELECTORS

How to write a jQuery like library in 71 lines of code â€” Learn about the DOM This will be able to target elements using
the famous $ selector.

We will create the unbindEvent function a little later. The only way to call them is to use the fire method,
which executes the default action when no listener has returned false: link. It could be useful when you need
frequent on and off method calls. In the next few sections I will cover main concepts you can use to build own
simple lightweight "jQuery". So, they can be combined with any DOM library and will simplify your
application logic by separating the UI code into many small independent pieces. Stay tuned! Of course this is a
very primitive implementation, lacking many features, but we are not going to reinvent jQuery. Native
animations will always be smoother: They are usually faster, take less energy and degrade well if not
supported by the browser. Of course it doesn't make sense to reimplement all the methods jQuery has, just few
of them are going to be a good example. Currently, it uses a markup-based implementation with a special
syntax for attaching event listeners to child elements. It will not support event delegation, but it's really not
hard to add. This object will act as a wrapper for elements being targeted. Retrieving DOM elements is pretty
easy if we don't have to support older browsers we don't : , so we can simply use querySelectorAll method for
this. It should be treated as such. Live extensions enable you to handle any future elements without the need to
invoke the initialization function. If a match is made, we strip out the brackets and pass the text to document.
Anyone learning to code and even experienced developers will feel an enormous pressure to learn these new
tools. Lets break the function down quickly We remove any existing events on the element that have the the
type that is being bound. Now following patterns above we can create any method our library may need.
Alternatively, we look for a match using document. Conclusion As you can see writing a little jQuery-like
something can be fun. Of course I don't mean, anyone should try to replace jQuery with such a primitive hack
like described in this article, after all jQuery is high quality tool, optimized and is carefully tested to work in
many browsers.


